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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, new algorithms for formation control of multi agent systems (MAS) based on continuum mechanics principles will be investigated. For this purpose agents of the MAS are treated as particles in a continuum, evolving in an \( n-D \) space, whose desired configuration is required to satisfy an admissible deformation function. Considered is a specific class of mappings that is called homogenous where the Jacobian of the mapping is only a function of time and is not spatially varying. The primary objectives of this thesis are to develop the necessary theory and its validation via simulation on a mobile-agent based swarm test bed that includes two primary tasks: 1) homogenous transformation of MAS and 2) deployment of a random distribution of agents on to a desired configuration. Developed will be a framework based on homogenous transformations for the evolution of a MAS in an \( n-D \) space (\( n=1, 2, \) and \( 3 \)), under two scenarios: 1) no inter-agent communication (predefined motion plan); and 2) local inter-agent communication. Additionally, homogenous transformations based on communication protocols will be used to deploy an arbitrary distribution of a MAS on to a desired curve.

Homogenous transformation with no communication: A homogenous transformation of a MAS, evolving in an \( R^n \) space, under zero inter agent communication is first considered. Here the homogenous mapping, is characterized by an \( n \times n \) Jacobian matrix \( Q(t) \) and an \( n \times 1 \) rigid body displacement vector \( D(t) \), that are based on positions of \( n+1 \) agents of the MAS, called leader agents. The designed Jacobian \( Q(t) \) and rigid body displacement vector \( D(t) \) are passed onto rest of the agents of the MAS, called followers, who will then use that information to update their positions under a pre-
defined motion plan. Consequently, the motion of MAS will evolve as a homogenous transformation of the initial configuration without explicit communication among agents.

**Homogenous Transformation under Local Communication:** We develop a framework for homogenous transformation of MAS, evolving in $R^n$, under a local interagent communication topology. Here we assume that some agents are the leaders, that are transformed homogenously in an $n$-D space. In addition, every follower agent of the MAS communicates with some local agents to update its position, in order to grasp the homogenous mapping that is prescribed by the leader agents. We show that some distance ratios that are assigned based on initial formation, if preserved, lead to asymptotic convergence of the initial formation to a final formation under a homogenous mapping.

**Deployment of a Random Distribution on a Desired Manifold:** Deployment of agents of a MAS, moving in a plane, on to a desired curve, is a task that is considered as an application of the proposed approach. In particular, a 2-D MAS evolution problem is considered as two 1-D MAS evolution problems, where $x$ or $y$ coordinates of the position of all agents are modeled as points confined to move on a straight line. Then, for every coordinate of MAS evolution, bulk motion is controlled by two agents considered leaders that move independently, with rest of the follower agents motions evolving through each follower agent communicating with two adjacent agents.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE SURVEY

A MAS usually consists of a finite number of agents (e.g., small robots), collaborating together to do a specific job. Formation control of a MAS has been an active area of research during the past two decades. Moving in a formation can be observed in some natural biological group behavior, like birds, fish, ants, and bees, where each individual species adjusts its location and orientation in the group intrinsically [1]. Some advantages of collaboration among agents and preserving a formation are [2,3]: reducing cost of the system, increasing robustness and efficiency of the system and having better fault tolerance, structural flexibility and capability of reconfiguration. Formation control has applications in terrain mapping, doing challenging tasks in a hazardous environment, surveillance, monitoring of oil spills in the oceans [4], security patrol, small satellite clustering [4-6], automated highway systems, [4,7], finding and neutralizing mines, containing spills [8] and many other applications.

Dynamics of a MAS, consisting of agents, in general, can be modeled by the dynamics of a $n$ dimensional vector field which consists of state vectors, representing the positions of the agents of the MAS. In mechanical systems, position vectors of a finite number of robots collaborating together, are usually considered the state vectors of the MAS. Therefore, the kinematics of the MAS is modeled by one, two, or three dimensional vector fields consisting of vectors, where each vector represents the position of every agent (robot) of the MAS. Control strategies for the motion of a MAS can be categorized as centralized or decentralized approaches [1]. For the case of centralized control, dynamics of the MAS is defined and so, any agent’s dynamics is organized such
that conform other group mates’ dynamics, and tend the whole group toward the assigned
goal [5, 9-14]. However, centralized methods are more costly, less scalable and less
robust [1]. On the other hand, most of decentralized control methods, necessitate inter
agent communications and collaboration among the agents for understanding the
dynamics of the whole multi agent system. Decentralized control approaches are more
versatile as they provide flexibility of changing the motion map. Some common
approaches for control of formation of MAS are leader-follower [14-50], potential
function [53-76], virtual structure [77-91] behavior based method [91-96], consensus
algorithm [97-100] and partial differential equations (PDE) based techniques [103-106].

In the leader follower approach, the leader prescribes the trajectory of the motion
and the followers figure out their trajectory by adjusting their distances and orientations
with respect to leader’s position, so, this method can be viewed as a trajectory-tracking
problem [15]. Feedback linearization is a common approach for control of kinematics of
a MAS using leader follower approach for collaboration [16-26]. A feedback
linearization based technique for formation control of large number of robots has been
presented in [16] where desired distances between robots are achieved exponentially.
Reference [17], proposes a flexible leader follower model for formation control, where
robots are not rigid with respect to the leader. In reference [18], a full state feedback and
input-output feedback linearized strategies are suggested for followers and leaders,
respectively, to achieve a given trajectory. In [19], an extended Kalman filter is applied
to estimate states of the system (multi robots) and a new observability condition for
nonlinear systems was proposed. A different kinematics model for formation control
based on leader follower approach was presented in [20], where centroid acceleration and
angular acceleration of any follower are considered as 4 control inputs, and each control input consists of feedback linearization and sliding mode parts. In [21-23], a leader-leader-follower first order and second order model for formation control of mobile robots, using state feedback linearization was presented, where each follower updates its position by adjusting its distance from two leaders. An observer based input output feedback linearization method for formation control of mobile robots was presented in [24]. Some experimental results of formation and noise control of mobile robots based on leader follower method were developed in [25]. Furthermore, some other strategies like backstepping [26-32], Lyapunov direct [33-37], fuzzy logic [38-44], neural network [45-51] center manifold [52], have been proposed for formation control based on the leader follower model.

Formation control of a MAS can also be achieved by defining artificial potential functions. Potential function based methods, for kinematics control, consider a positive function, as the potential function of the whole MAS, where it is sum of two positive definite functions. The first term of the potential function, which corresponds to aggregation [53] or formation of the MAS, is the sum of two positive repulsion and attractions components. This term can be seen as the structural or strain potential energy of the MAS [54]. The second term of the potential function is usually a positive definite potential function with respect to a target. Advantage of the potential function based technique is in self organization of arrangement of agents which avoid inter-agent collision among them. This is because of repulsive and attractive forces existing among agents which adjusts inter agent distances in a reasonable range, not to be too close or too far. In addition a similar potential function can be defined for a MAS with respect to an
obstacle to avoid collision of MAS with an external obstacle. References [52-65] present, formation control and obstacle avoidance of MAS using the artificial potential function model, which is applicable in navigation and transportation control [55-59] and path planning [60-61]. In [67-69] a potential function is defined to preserve the connectivity of the communication graph of a multi agent system. Also, robust-adaptive [70-72], adaptive-$H^\infty$ [73, 74], robust-$H^\infty$ [75], and adaptive [76] for formation control strategies of MAS with uncertain parameters, based on potential function, have been proposed.

Keeping formation of a MAS using virtual structure is another strategy for formation control [77-91]. Using this model, a whole MAS is considered as a single body, so, desired trajectories of the agents are designed such that inter-agent distances don’t change during MAS motion. One advantage of the virtual structure is that it is not a leader based approach; therefore it is robust enough in case of desired trajectory perturbation of agents of a MAS [77]. Furthermore, prescription of the desired kinematics to the MAS is easy in comparison with leader follower approach. However, Rigidity of the virtual structure influences the turning performance of the multi agent system [78]. Another disadvantage of rigid virtual structure is that the multi agent system has problem of passing through the narrow channel and collision avoidance [79]. To resolve the rigidity problem of the virtual structures, flexible virtual structure formation control has been proposed in [78, 80] which is curve compliant and has better turning performance [78, 80].

Behavioral based approach has also been suggested for formation control of MAS [92-96]. This method uses one of these three strategies: 1- Unit-center-referenced (each robot updates its own position based on average of the position of its neighbors), 2-
Leader-referenced (each robot communicates with a leader to set its position), and 3-
Neighbor-referenced (each robot keeps its relative distance and orientation with respect
to its neighbors) [92, 93].

Basics of consensus algorithm for cooperative control of teams of agents are
described in references [97-99]. In this regard, Perron-Ferobenius theorem [99 and 101]
for non-negative matrices is used to show that cooperative (consensus) stability of the
system can be achieved if communication matrix of a network is irreducible or
completely triangular reducible matrix [99]. As the result, all states of the cooperatively
stable network eventually converge to a constant vector $C\mathbf{1}$, where scalar $C$ depends on
right and left eigenvectors of the network and initial states of the system [99]. Also, when
a MAS evolves under single integrator kinematics model and based on consensus
algorithm, time derivative of states of the agents is equal to minus of the Laplacian of the
network [97, 98 and 100]. Based on principles of graph theory [101 and 102], all
eigenvalues of the Laplacian of a graph is non-negative, when the first eigenvalue of a
connected graph is zero and the corresponding eigenvector is $\mathbf{1}$. Therefore, final states of
all agents of the MAS are the same. This results in cooperative stability of the MAS
evolution. In addition, formation control of output vector field of a MAS using consensus
algorithm has been presented in [100].

By utilizing consensus algorithms, formation control of a multi robot system can
be achieved, where all agents compromise to settle on a unique state, as the desired state,
during MAS evolution. In the case of kinematics control, this leads to rigid body
translation of desired formation of the MAS in an $n$-D space. Therefore, similar to virtual
structures and leader follower methods, consensus algorithms face a rigidity problem in cases where the size of the MAS is required to shrink.

PDE based models for formation control of MAS is an elegant approach that has been presented in [103-106]. PDE based techniques are indeed boundary control based. Boundary control method is a common technique to control distributed parameter systems governed by hyperbolic and parabolic PDEs [107-112]. An effective method for boundary control of an unstable first order one dimensional parabolic PDE has been proposed in [107, 108 and 110]. Furthermore, modeling of the single integrator based dynamics of a multi agent system by a one dimensional first order parabolic PDE has been presented in [103-105]. Moreover, double integrator based dynamics of a multi agent system has been modeled using a stable one dimensional second order PDE in [106].

PDE approach treats evolution of MAS in an n-D space as n one-dimensional MAS evolution problems, where every coordinate of motion of the MAS is modeled as a first order PDE (for single integrator kinematics model) and second order PDE (for double integrator kinematic model). The bulk motion and size of every coordinate of the MAS motion is controlled by imposing desired boundary conditions on the motion of the leader agents placed at the boundaries. In addition, the inter-agent distances are adjusted by spatially varying parameters of the PDEs. In this regard, two leader agents are required to guide the MAS while every follower agent communicates with two adjacent agents, in order to achieve evolution of every coordinate of the MAS. Consequently, MAS evolution in an n-D space is achieved when 2n agents lead the MAS and every follower agent communicates with 2n local agents in nearby. However, there are still
some issues which have not been addressed by PDE based techniques. First, desired formation of the MAS is the solution of a set of PDEs with spatially varying parameters; therefore, it may be difficult to obtain exact desired formation of the MAS. On the other hand, discretization of PDE may lead to obtaining an inaccurate distribution for the desired formation of the MAS. Second, although PDE based techniques guarantee asymptotic convergence of initial formation of the MAS to a desired final formation, the follower agents may leave the region bounded by leaders during transition, and there is no mechanism to check under what conditions followers will remain surrounded by the leader agents. Third, alteration of formation using PDE based approaches is achieved when leader agents move such that size of the MAS shrinks or expands.
2.1Kinematics of General Continuum Deformations

2.1.1 Position Field

Mapping \( r: (\mathbb{R}^n, t) \to (\mathbb{R}^n, t) \) is called continuum based if

- It is homeomorphic. A mapping \( r = r(R, t) \) is called homeomorphic if the Jacobian of the mapping is non-singular,

\[
F(R, t) = \frac{\partial r}{\partial R} \neq 0 \tag{2.1}
\]

- \( r(R, 0) = R \), where \( I \) is the identity matrix.

Let the position of particles of a continuum in the initial domain called \textit{material coordinates} be denoted by \( R \). Schematic of a continuum based mapping is shown in Fig. 2.1. As illustrated initial domain \( \Omega_0 \) at time \( t = t_0 \) is mapped to the domain \( \Omega_t \) at time \( t \geq t_0 \) under a continuum based mapping \( r = r(R, t) \).

![Figure 2.1 Schematic of a continuum based mappings](image-url)
One interesting feature of transformation of a continuum under a continuum based mapping is that no of two material points can occupy the same location during the transformation. This is because the Jacobian of continuum based mappings remain non-singular during the transformation.

Material coordinate \( \mathbf{R} \), and current position \( \mathbf{r}(t) \) can be expressed with respect to the Cartesian coordinate system that is constructed with orthogonal unit vectors \( \mathbf{e}_1, \mathbf{e}_2, \) and \( \mathbf{e}_3 \). Let \( \mathbf{r} = x_1 \mathbf{e}_1 + x_2 \mathbf{e}_2 + x_3 \mathbf{e}_3 \) be current position of a material particle which was initially located at \( \mathbf{R} = X_1 \mathbf{e}_1 + X_2 \mathbf{e}_2 + X_3 \mathbf{e}_3 \), position vector \( \mathbf{r}(t) \) can be written in the following component form:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_1 &= x_1(X_1, X_2, X_3, t) \\
x_2 &= x_2(X_1, X_2, X_3, t) \\
x_3 &= x_3(X_1, X_2, X_3, t)
\end{align*}
\]

(2.2)  
(2.3)  
(2.4)

It is noted that characteristics of continuum based mapping \( \mathbf{r} \) that was listed above can be restated as

- \( F(X_1, X_2, X_3, t) = \frac{\partial(x_1 x_2 x_3)}{\partial(X_1 X_2 X_3)} \neq 0 \)  
- and \( x_1(X_1, X_2, X_3, 0) = X_1, x_2(X_1, X_2, X_3, 0) = X_2, \) and \( x_3(X_1, X_2, X_3, 0) = X_3. \)

2.1.2 Material and Spatial Descriptions

Let \( \varphi \) be a distributed state function that is defined over position field of a continuum, then, \( \varphi \) can be expressed in terms of either initial position field or current position field of a continuum. In other words, \( \varphi \) can be formulated based on material coordinate of a continuum, \( \varphi = \varphi(X_1, X_2, X_3, t), \) or based current position field of a
continuum, \( \varphi = \varphi(x_1, x_2, x_3, t) \). The first expression is called \textit{material description} and the second one is called \textit{spatial description}.

The time derivative of \( \varphi \) is called the \textit{material derivative} and denoted by \( \frac{D\varphi}{Dt} \) [113]. For material derivative of the material description of \( \varphi, \varphi(X_1, X_2, X_3, t) \), we can write

\[
\frac{D\varphi}{Dt} = \frac{\partial \varphi(X_1, X_2, X_3, t)}{\partial t}
\]  

Also, material derivative of spatial description of \( \varphi, \varphi(x_1, x_2, x_3, t) \) is formulated by:

\[
\frac{D\varphi}{Dt} = \frac{\partial \varphi(x_1, x_2, x_3, t)}{\partial t} + v_i(x_1, x_2, x_3, t) \frac{\partial \varphi(x_1, x_2, x_3, t)}{\partial x_i}
\]

where

\[
v_i(X_1, X_2, X_3, t) = \frac{Dx_i(X_1, X_2, X_3, t)}{Dt}
\]

is the i-th component of velocity of material point initially located at \( (X_1, X_2, X_3) \), and \( v_i \frac{\partial \varphi}{\partial x_i} \) is known as Einstein’s summation convention. By using this convention, expression of summation terms in mathematical equations is shortened and simplified.

### 2.1.3 Velocity and Acceleration Fields

Material description of velocity field is already formulated by eqn. (2.8). Since \( \mathbf{r} = \mathbf{r}(\mathbf{R}, t) \) is invertible, current position vector of a material point \( \mathbf{r} = x_i \mathbf{e}_i \) can be related to the material coordinate \( \mathbf{R} = X_i \mathbf{e}_i \), and velocity can be expressed by spatial description \( \mathbf{v} = v_i(x_1, x_2, x_3, t) \mathbf{e}_i \).

Acceleration of a continuum is the material derivative of the velocity field that can be expressed by material description,
\[ a(X_1, X_2, X_3, t) = a_i(X_1, X_2, X_3, t)e_i = \frac{\partial v_i(X_1, X_2, X_3, t)}{\partial t}e_i, \]  
\hspace{1cm} \text{(2.9)}

or by spatial description,

\[ a(x_1, x_2, x_3, t) = a_i(x_1, x_2, x_3, t)e_i \]

\[ = \left( \frac{\partial v_i(x_1, x_2, x_3, t)}{\partial t} + v_i(x_1, x_2, x_3, t) \frac{\partial \varphi(x_1, x_2, x_3, t)}{\partial x_i} \right) e_i \]  
\hspace{1cm} \text{(2.10)}

### 2.1.4 Deformation Gradient Tensor

Deformation gradient of a continuum based mapping,

\[
F = \nabla_x x = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial x_1}{\partial X_1} & \frac{\partial x_1}{\partial X_2} & \frac{\partial x_1}{\partial X_3} \\
\frac{\partial x_2}{\partial X_1} & \frac{\partial x_2}{\partial X_2} & \frac{\partial x_2}{\partial X_3} \\
\frac{\partial x_3}{\partial X_1} & \frac{\partial x_3}{\partial X_2} & \frac{\partial x_3}{\partial X_3}
\end{bmatrix},
\hspace{1cm} \text{(2.11)}
\]

relates \( dx \) to \( dX \) by

\[ dx = FdX \]  
\hspace{1cm} \text{(2.12)}

It is noted that deformation gradient tensor \( F \) can be viewed as the Jacobian of a continuum based mapping. By using polar decomposition theorem [113], deformation gradient tensor \( F \) can be decomposed to a product of an orthogonal tensor and a symmetric tensor. One can write

\[ F = RU = VR \]  
\hspace{1cm} \text{(2.13)}

where \( R \) is an orthogonal tensor, \( U \) and \( V \) are symmetric positive definite tensors. It is noted that eigenvalues of \( U \) and \( V \) are the same. Also, \( U \) and \( V \) can be related by

\[ V = RUR^T \]  
\hspace{1cm} \text{(2.14)}
Pre-multiplying a material element \(d\mathbf{X}\) by \(U\) leads to pure stretch of \(Ud\mathbf{X}\). If stretched element \(Ud\mathbf{X}\) is pre-multiplied by an orthogonal (rotation) tensor, the deformed element \(d\mathbf{x}\) is achieved. In Fig. 2.2, it is shown that a 2-D material elements is stretched under \(U\) and then it is rotated under \(R\).

![Figure 2.2  Stretch and subsequent rotation of a material element](image)

2.2 Homogenous Transformations

Let deformation gradient (Jacobian) tensor of a continuum be only time varying (not spatially varying) at any time \(t \geq t_0\) \((F = F(t))\) and

\[
F|_{t=t_0} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix},
\]

then, the corresponding continuum based mapping is called homogenous transformation. By considering eqn. (2.12), homogenous transformation can be formulated by

\[
\mathbf{r} = F(t)\mathbf{R} + \mathbf{D}(t)
\]

where \(\mathbf{D}(t)\) is called rigid body displacement vector.
2.2.1 Position Field

Under homogenous transformation of a continuum, the position field of the current domain of the continuum, $\Omega_t$, is related to the initial domain $\Omega_0$ by eqn. (2.16). Let Position field of a continuum be formulated by using Einstein’s convention as follows:

$$x_i(t) = F_{ij}(t)x_j + D_i(t), \quad (2.17)$$

where free index $i$ can take either 1 or 2 or 3.

As it is obvious, homogenous transformation is a linear mapping that transforms a line in the initial domain $\Omega_0$ to another line in the current domain $\Omega_t$. In addition, under homogenous transformation an ellipsoidal domain inside $\Omega_0$ is mapped to another ellipsoidal domain inside $\Omega_t$.

2.2.2 Velocity and Acceleration Field

Material description of the velocity field of a continuum can be obtained by taking time derivative from eqn. (2.16), that is

$$v = \dot{F}(t)R + \dot{D}(t) \quad (2.18)$$

where $\dot{F}(t)$ and $\dot{D}(t)$ denote time derivative of $F(t)$ and $D(t)$, respectively. Equation (2.18) can also be written by using Einstein’s convention as

$$v_i = \dot{F}_{ij}x_j + \dot{D}_i \quad (2.19)$$

Moreover, velocity field can be stated in the spatial form if $R$ in eqn. (2.18) is replaced by $F^{-1}(r - D)$. Thus,

$$v = \dot{F}F^{-1}r + (\dot{D} - \dot{F}F^{-1}D) \quad (2.20)$$
Equation (2.20) can also be formulated by using Einstein’s convention as follows:

\[ v_i = \dot{F}_{ij}F^{-1}_{jm}x_m + \dot{D}_l - \ddot{F}_{ij}F^{-1}_{jm}D_m \quad (2.21) \]

Furthermore, acceleration field of homogenous transformation can be similarly obtained by taking time derivative from the velocity field and expressed in material or spatial forms. Material description of the velocity field is obtained to be

\[ \alpha = \ddot{F}(t)R + \ddot{D}(t) \quad (2.22) \]

Also, spatial description of acceleration field is expressed by relation (2.23).

\[ \nu = \ddot{F}F^{-1}r + (\ddot{D} - \ddot{F}F^{-1}D) \quad (2.23) \]

In addition, material and spatial description of the acceleration field are restated by using Einstein’s convention in eqns. (2.24) and (2.25).

\[ a_i = \dddot{F}_{ij}X_j + \dddot{D}_l \quad (2.24) \]

\[ a_i = \dddot{F}_{ij}F^{-1}_{jm}x_m + \dddot{D}_l - \dddot{F}_{ij}F^{-1}_{jm}D_m \quad (2.25) \]

### 2.3 Prescription of Homogenous Maps

#### 2.3.1 Homogenous Mapping in an n – D Space

In this section, homogenous transformation of an n-D (n>1) domain is formulated based on positions of n+1 material points of an n-D manifold. Let \( R_1, R_2, ..., R_{n+1} \) denote positions of n+1 material points 1, 2, ..., n+1, of an initial n-D manifold \( \Omega_0 \) such that

\[ \text{Rank}\{R_1, R_2, ..., R_{n+1}\} = n, \quad (2.26) \]

then, these material points are mapped to \( r_1, r_2, ..., r_{n+1} \) in the current manifold \( \Omega_t \) at time \( t \geq t_0 \) under a homogenous transformation, where
\[ R_{\text{rank}}(\mathbf{r}_1(t), \mathbf{r}_2(t), ..., \mathbf{r}_{n+1}(t)) = n. \] 

as well.

Suppose that \( \mathbf{R}_i \) is mapped to \( \mathbf{r}_i \) \((i \text{ spans } 1, 2, ..., n+1)\) under a homogenous mapping and it is desired that elements of the Jacobian matrix \( \mathbf{F} \) and rigid body displacement vector \( \mathbf{D} \) are assigned based on components of \( \mathbf{R}_i \) and \( \mathbf{r}_i \). Replacing \( \mathbf{R} \) and \( \mathbf{r} \) in eqn. (2.16) by \( \mathbf{R}_i \) and \( \mathbf{r}_i \) \((i = 1, 2, ..., n+1)\) leads to following set of \( n+1 \) linear algebraic equations with \( n+1 \) unknowns:

\[ J = [I_n \otimes L_0 : I_n \otimes \mathbf{1}_{(n+1)\times 1}]^{-1}P_t \] 

where

\[ L_0 = \begin{bmatrix} x_{11} & \cdots & x_{n1} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ x_{1n+1} & \cdots & x_{nn+1} \end{bmatrix}_{(n+1)\times n}, \] 

\[ I_{n(n+1)\times 1} = [Q_{11} \cdots Q_{1n} \cdots Q_{n1} \cdots Q_{nn}D_1 \cdots D_n]^T, \] 

and

\[ P_t_{(n+1)\times 1} = [x_{11}(t) \cdots x_{1n+1}(t) \cdots x_{n1}(t) \cdots x_{nn+1}(t)]^T. \]

It is noted that if the rank condition (2.26) is met, then, rank of the augmented matrix

\[ L_1 = [L_0 : \mathbf{1}_{(n+1)\times 1}]_{(n+1)\times (n+1)} \]

is \( n+1 \) and consequently \( J \) is invertible.

### 2.3.2 Homogenous Mapping in a 2 – D Space

Suppose that material points 1, 2, and 3 are initially non-aligned and placed at \( \mathbf{R}_1 \), \( \mathbf{R}_2 \), and \( \mathbf{R}_3 \). Since they are non-aligned, therefore

\[ R_{\text{rank}}(\mathbf{R}_1, \mathbf{R}_2, \mathbf{R}_3) = 2, \]

(2.33)
and rank of the augmented matrix

\[
L_1 = \begin{bmatrix}
X_1 & Y_1 & 1 \\
X_2 & Y_2 & 1 \\
X_3 & Y_3 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

is 3.

This leads elements of the Jacobian matrix \( F \) and rigid body displacement vector \( D \) to be uniquely related to the current position vectors of material points \( 1, 2, \) and \( 3 \) by simplification of eqn. (2.28) to the following form:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
F_{11}(t) \\
F_{12}(t) \\
F_{21}(t) \\
F_{22}(t) \\
D_{11}(t) \\
D_{21}(t)
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
X_1 & Y_1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
X_2 & Y_2 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
X_3 & Y_3 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & X_1 & Y_1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & X_2 & Y_2 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & X_3 & Y_3 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}^{-1}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_1(t) \\
x_2(t) \\
x_3(t) \\
y_1(t) \\
y_2(t) \\
y_3(t)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2.35)

Shown in Fig. 2.3 is the schematic of homogenous transformation of a 2-D continuum in a plane. As illustrated, material points \( 1, 2, \) and \( 3 \) remain non-aligned during transformation at any time \( t \geq t_0 \). Thus, they can be considered as the vertices of a triangle called \textit{leading triangle}.

It is noted that determinant of the Jacobian matrix \( F \) is equal to ratio of the area of the leading triangle in the current domain \( \Omega_t \) to the area of the leading triangle in the initial domain \( \Omega_0 \).

Although, material points \( 1, 2, \) and \( 3 \) can be any three non-aligned material points of the continuum, nevertheless, we desire choose vertices of a triangle embedding the continuum as fictitious or material points \( 1, 2, \) and \( 3 \). It is also noted that if points \( 1, 2, \) and \( 3 \) belong to the continuum then they are material points; otherwise they are fictitious. Without loss of generality, in the following we assume that initial domain of a continuum
is a leading triangle that is constructed with material points 1, 2, 3. These material points are called leading points.

![Figure 2.3 Schematic of homogenous transformation of a 2-D domain](image)

It is advantageous to surround a continuum in a leading triangle since one can assure that the continuum does not leave the leading triangle while it transforms under a homogenous mapping. Therefore, collision of the continuum as a moving deformable body with obstacles in the 2-D plane can be avoided if paths of leading points 1, 2, and 3 are designed properly. Shown in Fig. 2.4 is a homogenous transformation of a moving deformable body in a 2-D plane that contains some obstacles. As seen paths of the leading points 1, 2, and 3 are chosen appropriately such that they don’t collide with the obstacles, and consequently, collision avoidance of material points of the continuum is assured as well.
2.3.3 Formulation of 2-D Homogenous Mappings Using Einstein’s Convention

Since homogenous transformation is linear, displacement field of a continuum can be considered as a linear combination of position vectors of three non-aligned points of the continuum, \( r_1(t) \), \( r_2(t) \), and \( r_3(t) \), as follows [4, 114, and 115]:

\[
\forall t \geq 0, \mathbf{r}(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{3} \alpha_k \mathbf{r}_k(t) \tag{2.36}
\]

where \( \alpha_i \) are constant parameters assigned based on initial position of continuum [4], and

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{3} \alpha_k = 1. \tag{2.37}
\]
Let \( \mathbf{R} = X\mathbf{e}_x + Y\mathbf{e}_y \) be the initial position of an arbitrary point of the continuum, and \( \mathbf{R}_1 = X_1\mathbf{e}_x + Y_1\mathbf{e}_y, \mathbf{R}_2 = X_2\mathbf{e}_x + Y_2\mathbf{e}_y, \) and \( \mathbf{R}_3 = X_3\mathbf{e}_x + Y_3\mathbf{e}_y \) denote initial positions of the leading points of the continuum, then considering eqns. (2.36) and (2.37) for the time \( t = 0 \), leads to obtaining \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \) and \( \alpha_3 \) by solving following set of three linear algebraic equations:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_1 & X_2 & X_3 \\
Y_1 & Y_2 & Y_3 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha_1 \\
\alpha_2 \\
\alpha_3
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
X \\
Y \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2.38)

Thus,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha_1 \\
\alpha_2 \\
\alpha_3
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{2a}
\begin{bmatrix}
Y_2 - Y_3 & X_3 - X_2 & X_2Y_3 - X_3Y_2 \\
Y_3 - Y_1 & X_1 - X_3 & X_3Y_1 - X_1Y_3 \\
Y_1 - Y_2 & X_2 - X_1 & X_1Y_2 - X_2Y_1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
X \\
Y \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2.39)

where

\[
a = \frac{1}{2}
\begin{vmatrix}
X_1 & X_2 & X_3 \\
Y_1 & Y_2 & Y_3 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{vmatrix}
\]

(2.40)

is the area of the leading triangle which is constructed with leading points 1, 2, and 3, that are located at \( \mathbf{R}_1, \mathbf{R}_2, \) and \( \mathbf{R}_3 \), respectively.

**Elements of \( F \) and \( D \):** Replacing \( \alpha_k \) (\( k = 1,2,3 \)) in eqn. (2.36) by eqn. (2.39) and then equating right hand side of eqns. (2.16) and (2.36), leads elements of \( F(t) \) and \( D(t) \) to be as follows:

\[
F_{11}(t) = \frac{1}{4a} \varepsilon_{ijk} x_i(t) (Y_j - Y_k)
\]

(2.41)

\[
F_{12}(t) = \frac{1}{4a} \varepsilon_{ijk} x_i(t) (X_k - X_j)
\]

(2.42)

\[
F_{21}(t) = \frac{1}{4a} \varepsilon_{ijk} y_i(t) (Y_j - Y_k)
\]

(2.43)

\[
F_{22}(t) = \frac{1}{4a} \varepsilon_{ijk} y_i(t) (X_k - X_j)
\]

(2.44)
In eqns. (2.41–2.46), elements of $F(t)$ and $D(t)$ are expressed by using Einstein’s summation convention, where $i$ is the free index, $j$ and $k$ are dummy indices, $\varepsilon_{ijk}$ is the permutation symbol $[113], (X_i, Y_i)$ and $(x_i, y_i)$ denote initial and current positions of the leading point $i$, respectively.

### 2.3.3.1 Material Description of Velocity and Acceleration Fields

One can replace elements of $F$ and $D$ in eqn. (2.18) by eqns. (2.41–2.46) and then rewrite material description of the velocity field, $(X, Y, t) = v_x(X, Y, t)e_x + v_y(X, Y, t)e_y$, as follows:

$$v_x(X, Y, t) = \frac{\varepsilon_{ijk}x_i(t)}{4a}\{(Y_j - Y_k)X + (X_k - X_j)Y + (X_jY_k - Y_jX_k)\}$$  

$$v_y(X, Y, t) = \frac{\varepsilon_{ijk}y_i(t)}{4a}\{(Y_j - Y_k)X + (X_k - X_j)Y + (X_jY_k - Y_jX_k)\}$$

Similarly, components of material description of the acceleration field ($a = a_x e_x + a_y e_y$) are formulated as

$$a_x(X, Y, t) = \frac{\varepsilon_{ijk}\dot{x}_i(t)}{4a}\{(Y_j - Y_k)X + (X_k - X_j)Y + (X_jY_k - Y_jX_k)\}$$

$$a_y(X, Y, t) = \frac{\varepsilon_{ijk}\dot{y}_i(t)}{4a}\{(Y_j - Y_k)X + (X_k - X_j)Y + (X_jY_k - Y_jX_k)\}$$

where $i$ and $j$ are dummy indices denoting index numbers of the leading points.
2.3.3.2 Spatial Description of Velocity and Acceleration Fields

Let \( \mathbf{v} = v_x(x, y, t) \mathbf{e}_x + v_y(x, y, t) \mathbf{e}_y \) denote the spatial description of the velocity field, then, components of the velocity field can be obtained from eqn. (2.21) and be rewritten in the following form:

\[
\begin{align*}
   v_x(x, y, t) &= c(t)x + d(t)y + e(t) \\
   v_y(x, y, t) &= f(t)x + g(t)y + h(t)
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.51)  
(2.52)

where

\[
\begin{align*}
   c(t) &= \frac{1}{|F(t)|} \left( \dot{F}_{11}F_{22} - \dot{F}_{12}F_{21} \right) \\
   d(t) &= \frac{1}{|F(t)|} \left( \dot{F}_{12}F_{11} - \dot{F}_{11}F_{12} \right) \\
   f(t) &= \frac{1}{|F(t)|} \left( \dot{F}_{21}F_{22} - \dot{F}_{22}F_{21} \right) \\
   g(t) &= \frac{1}{|F(t)|} \left( \dot{F}_{22}F_{11} - \dot{F}_{21}F_{12} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

(2.53)  
(2.54)  
(2.55)  
(2.56)

\[
\begin{align*}
   e(t) &= \dot{D}_1 - \frac{1}{|F(t)|} \left( \left( \dot{F}_{11}F_{22} - \dot{F}_{12}F_{21} \right)D_1 + \left( \dot{F}_{12}F_{11} - \dot{F}_{11}F_{12} \right)D_2 \right) \\
   h(t) &= \dot{D}_2 - \frac{1}{|F(t)|} \left( \left( \dot{F}_{21}F_{22} - \dot{F}_{22}F_{21} \right)D_1 + \left( \dot{F}_{22}F_{11} - \dot{F}_{21}F_{12} \right)D_2 \right)
\end{align*}
\]

(2.57)  
(2.58)

Similarly, spatial description of acceleration field, \( \mathbf{a} = a_x(x, y, t) \mathbf{e}_x + a_y(x, y, t) \mathbf{e}_y \), can be formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
   a_x(x, y, t) &= l(t)x + m(t)y + n(t) \\
   a_y(x, y, t) &= p(t)x + q(t)y + s(t)
\end{align*}
\]

(2.59)  
(2.60)

where

\[
\begin{align*}
   l(t) &= \frac{1}{|F(t)|} \left( \ddot{F}_{11}F_{22} - \ddot{F}_{12}F_{21} \right) \\
   m(t) &= \frac{1}{|F(t)|} \left( \ddot{F}_{12}F_{11} - \ddot{F}_{11}F_{12} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

(2.61)  
(2.62)
\[ p(t) = \frac{1}{|F(t)|}(\vec{F}_{12}F_{22} - \vec{F}_{22}F_{21}) \]  
(2.63)

\[ q(t) = \frac{1}{|F(t)|}(\vec{F}_{22}F_{11} - \vec{F}_{21}F_{12}) \]  
(2.64)

\[ n(t) = \vec{D}_1 - \frac{1}{|F(t)|} \left( (\vec{F}_{11}F_{22} - \vec{F}_{12}F_{21})D_1 + (\vec{F}_{12}F_{11} - \vec{F}_{11}F_{12})D_2 \right) \]  
(2.66)

\[ s(t) = \vec{D}_2 - \frac{1}{|F(t)|} \left( (\vec{F}_{21}F_{22} - \vec{F}_{22}F_{21})D_1 + (\vec{F}_{22}F_{11} - \vec{F}_{21}F_{12})D_2 \right) \]  
(2.67)

### 2.4 Example

Let leaders 1, 2, and 3 be initially distributed at the vertices of the leading triangle as shown in Fig. 2.5. In Fig. 2.5, paths of leader agents from initial configuration to the final destination are also illustrated.

![Figure 2.5](image)

**Figure 2.5 Paths of leader agents 1, 2, and 3**

Moreover, in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7, \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates of leader agents versus time are shown.
Figure 2.6  \( x \) coordinate of leading points versus time

Figure 2.7  \( y \) coordinate of leading points versus time
As seen leaders settle in 20s. Using eqn. (2.35), initial positions of the leader agents yield a 6x6 matrix that relates current positions of the leaders to the elements of $F$ and $D$. Shown in Fig. 2.8 and 2.9 are entries of $F$ and $D$ versus time.

Figure 2.8  Elements of $F(t)$

Figure 2.9  Elements of $D(t)$
As observed, $F(0) = I$ and $D(0) = 0$. These validate the first requirement for a homeomorphism to be a continuum based mapping. Eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix $F$ are also shown in Fig. 2.10.

![Figure 2.10 Eigenvalues of $F(t)$](image)

As the eigenvalues are always positive $F$ remains non-singular.
CHAPTER 3: MULTI AGENT SYSTEM AS PARTICLES OF A CONTINUUM

In this chapter, we consider agents of a MAS as material particles of a continuum whose evolution is modeled as kinematics of a deformable body. Without loss of generality, we assume that MAS is transformed under a homogenous mapping. A MAS under consideration consists of $N$ agents numbered by $1, 2, ..., N$ and evolve in an $n$-D space where leader agents are numbered by $1, 2, ..., n+1$. Rest of the agents of the MAS (numbered by $n+2, n+3, ..., N$) are called follower agents.

As stated in the previous chapter, leader agents evolve independently such that the rank condition (2.27) is satisfied. In addition, since homogenous transformation is a linear mapping, position of a follower agent $i$ $(i=n+2, n+3, ..., N)$ can be expressed as a linear combination of positions of the leader agents as follows:

$$\mathbf{r}_i(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{n+1} \alpha_{i,k} \mathbf{r}_k(t)$$

(3.1)

where constant parameters $\alpha_{i,k}$ satisfy

$$\sum_{k=1}^{n+1} \alpha_{i,k} = 1.$$

(3.2)

In the following homogenous transformation of a MAS evolving in one, two, or three dimensional space is formulated.

3.1 Homogenous Transformation of MAS Evolving in a 1-D Space

Suppose that agents of the a MAS are constrained to move on a straight line where agents are initially distributed on a segment called leading segment. As shown in
Fig. 3.1, green end points of the leading segment are located by the leader agents and followers are initially distributed at the red interior points.

For 1-D MAS evolution, position of follower agent $i$ can be expressed as a linear combination of position vectors of two leader agents. Let $X_1 = x_1(0)$, $X_2 = x_2(0)$, and $X_i = x_i(0)$ denote initial positions of leader agent 1, leader agent 2, and follower agent $i$, respectively, then, one can simplify eqn. (3.1) and (3.2) to the following form to express position of agent $i$ as a linear combination of positions of the leader agents:

$$X_i = \alpha_{i,1}X_1 + \alpha_{i,2}X_2$$ (3.3)

subject to

$$\alpha_{i,1} + \alpha_{i,2} = 1$$ (3.4)

One can write eqns. (3.3) and (3.4) in the following matrix form:

$$\begin{bmatrix} X_1 & X_2 \\ 1 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \alpha_{i,1} \\ \alpha_{i,2} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} X_i \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}$$ (3.5)

Hence, weights ratios $\alpha_{i,1}$ and $\alpha_{i,2}$ are obtained to be

$$\alpha_{i,1} = \frac{X_2 - X_i}{X_2 - X_1}$$ (3.6)

$$\alpha_{i,2} = \frac{X_i - X_1}{X_2 - X_1}$$ (3.7)
and position of agent \(i\) under homogenous mapping can be written as follows:

\[
x_i(t) = \alpha_{i,1} x_1(t) + \alpha_{i,2} x_2(t) = \frac{x_2- x_i}{x_2-x_1} x_1(t) + \frac{x_i-x_2}{x_2-x_1} x_2(t)
\]  

(3.8)

As seen constant weight ratios \(\alpha_{i,1}\) and \(\alpha_{i,2}\) are only dependent on initial position of follower agent \(i\), and leader agents 1 and 2.

One can rewrite eqn. (3.8) as

\[
x_i(t) = F(t)X_i + D(t)
\]  

(3.9)

where

\[
F(t) = \frac{x_2(t) - x_1(t)}{X_2 - X_1}
\]  

(3.10)

\[
D(t) = \frac{X_2x_1(t) - X_1x_2(t)}{X_2 - X_1}
\]  

(3.11)

are the Jacobian and the rigid body displacement of homogenous transformation, respectively.

### 3.2 Homogenous Transformation of a MAS Evolving in a 2-D Space

Let leader agents 1, 2, and 3 are located at the vertices of the leading triangle and followers are distributed inside the leading triangle. In Fig. 3.2 an schematic of agents’ distribution is shown. As seen green spots represent leader agents and they are located at the vertices of the leading triangle. Furthermore, red spots representing followers where they are distributed inside the leading triangle.

Under homogenous transformation of the MAS in the \(x-y\) plane, eqn. (3.1) is simplified to

\[
r_i(t) = \alpha_{i,1} r_1(t) + \alpha_{i,2} r_2(t) + \alpha_{i,3} r_3(t)
\]  

(3.12)

subject to
\[ \alpha_{i,1} + \alpha_{i,2} + \alpha_{i,3} = 1 \]  

(3.13)

where \( \alpha_{i,1}, \alpha_{i,2}, \) and \( \alpha_{i,3} \) are constant weight ratios, \( \mathbf{r}_1(t) = x_1(t)\mathbf{e}_x + y_1(t)\mathbf{e}_y, \)
\( \mathbf{r}_2(t) = x_2(t)\mathbf{e}_x + y_2(t)\mathbf{e}_y, \)
\( \mathbf{r}_3(t) = x_3(t)\mathbf{e}_x + y_3(t)\mathbf{e}_y, \)
and \( \mathbf{r}_i(t) = x_i(t)\mathbf{e}_x + y_i(t)\mathbf{e}_y \) denote position vectors of leader agents 1, 2, 3, and follower agents \( i \) \((i=4, 5, \ldots, N)\), respectively.

\[ \mathbf{R}_1 = \mathbf{r}_1(0) = X_1\mathbf{e}_x + Y_1\mathbf{e}_y, \]
\( \mathbf{R}_2 = \mathbf{r}_2(0) = X_2\mathbf{e}_x + Y_2\mathbf{e}_y, \)
and \( \mathbf{R}_3 = \mathbf{r}_3(0) = X_3\mathbf{e}_x + Y_3\mathbf{e}_y \) denote initial positions of leader agents and \( \mathbf{R}_i = \mathbf{r}_i(0) = X_i\mathbf{e}_x + Y_i\mathbf{e}_y \) denote initial position of follower agent \( i \) \((i \text{ spans } 3, 2, \ldots, N)\), then, weights ratios \( \alpha_{i,1}, \alpha_{i,2}, \) and \( \alpha_{i,3} \) can be obtained by replacing \( \mathbf{R}_i, \mathbf{R}_1, \mathbf{R}_2, \) and \( \mathbf{R}_3 \) into eqn. (3.12). As the result,
following three set of linear algebraic equations needs to be solved in order to assign \( \alpha_{l,1} \), \( \alpha_{l,2} \), and \( \alpha_{l,3} \):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_1 & X_2 & X_3 \\
Y_1 & Y_2 & Y_3 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha_{l,1} \\
\alpha_{l,2} \\
\alpha_{l,3}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
X_i \\
Y_i \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\] (3.14)

Thus,

\[
\alpha_{l,1} = \frac{X_i(Y_2 - Y_3) + Y_i(X_3 - X_2) + X_2Y_3 - X_3Y_2}{X_i(Y_2 - Y_3) + X_2(Y_3 - Y_1) + X_3(Y_1 - Y_2)}
\] (3.15)

\[
\alpha_{l,2} = \frac{X_i(Y_3 - Y_1) + Y_i(X_1 - X_3) + X_3Y_1 - X_1Y_3}{X_i(Y_2 - Y_3) + X_2(Y_3 - Y_1) + X_3(Y_1 - Y_2)}
\] (3.16)

\[
\alpha_{l,3} = \frac{X_i(Y_1 - Y_2) + Y_i(X_2 - X_1) + X_1Y_2 - X_2Y_1}{X_i(Y_2 - Y_3) + X_2(Y_3 - Y_1) + X_3(Y_1 - Y_2)}
\] (3.17)

One can rewrite weight ratios \( \alpha_{l,1} \), \( \alpha_{l,2} \), and \( \alpha_{l,3} \) in the following form:

\[
\alpha_{l,1} = \frac{(X_3 - X_2)(Y_i - Y_2) - (Y_3 - Y_2)(X_i - X_2)}{(X_3 - X_2)(Y_1 - Y_2) - (Y_3 - Y_2)(X_1 - X_2)}
\] (3.18)

\[
\alpha_{l,2} = \frac{(X_1 - X_2)(Y_i - Y_3) - (Y_1 - Y_3)(X_i - X_3)}{(X_1 - X_2)(Y_2 - Y_3) - (Y_1 - Y_3)(X_2 - X_3)}
\] (3.19)

\[
\alpha_{l,3} = \frac{(X_2 - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1) - (Y_2 - Y_1)(X_i - X_1)}{(X_2 - X_1)(Y_3 - Y_1) - (Y_2 - Y_1)(X_3 - X_1)}
\] (3.20)

**Interpretation of weight ratios:** As seen \( \alpha_{l,j} = \text{constant} \) represent a line that is parallel to one of the sides of the leading triangle. For instance, \( \alpha_{l,3} = \text{constant} \) is a line parallel to the \( s_{12} \) i.e. \( s_{12} \) is the side of the leading triangle ended by positions of agents 1 and 2. As observed, \( \alpha_{l,3} = 1 \) represent a line passing \( R_3 \) (initial position of leader agent 3) and parallel to \( s_{12} \). Shown in Fig. 3.3 are the lines representing \( \alpha_{l,j} = \text{constnt} \). It is also noted that weight ratios of the material points located inside the leading triangle are all positive.
3.3 Homogenous Transformation of MAS Evolving in a 3-D Space

Suppose that leader agents 1, 2, 3, and 4 are located at the vertices of a leading tetrahedron that surround rest of the agents, the followers indexed by 5, 6, ..., N. Under homogenous transformation of the leading tetrahedron, position of a follower agent $i$ can be expressed as a linear combination of position of the leaders as follows:

$$r_i(t) = a_{i,1}r_1(t) + a_{i,2}r_2(t) + a_{i,3}r_3(t) + a_{i,4}r_4(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

where $a_{i,1}$, $a_{i,2}$, $a_{i,3}$, and $a_{i,4}$ are constant weight ratios,

$$a_{i,1} + a_{i,2} + a_{i,3} + a_{i,4} = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)
and \( r_1(t) = x_i(t)e_x + y_i(t)e_y + z_i(t)e_z \), \( r_1(t) = x_1(t)e_x + y_1(t)e_y + z_1(t)e_z \),
\( r_2(t) = x_2(t)e_x + y_2(t)e_y + z_2(t)e_z \), \( r_3(t) = x_3(t)e_x + y_3(t)e_y + z_3(t)e_z \) and
\( r_4(t) = x_4(t)e_x + y_4(t)e_y + z_4(t)e_z \) denote position of follower \( i \), leader agents \( l, 2, 3 \) and \( 4 \), respectively. Let us denote initial positions of follower agent \( i \) and leaders \( l, 2, 3 \) and \( 4 \) by \( R_i = r_i(0) = x_i e_x + y_i e_y + z_i e_z \), \( R_1 = r_1(0) = x_1 e_x + y_1 e_y + z_1 e_z \),
\( R_2 = r_2(0) = x_2 e_x + y_2 e_y + z_2 e_z \), \( R_3 = r_3(0) = x_3 e_x + y_3 e_y + z_3 e_z \) and \( R_4 = r_4(0) = x_4 e_x + y_4 e_y + z_4 e_z \), respectively, then, weight ratios can be assigned by solving following set of four linear algebraic equations:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    X_1 & X_2 & X_3 & X_4 \\
    Y_1 & Y_2 & Y_3 & Y_4 \\
    Z_1 & Z_2 & Z_3 & Z_4 \\
    1 & 1 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    \alpha_{i,1} \\
    \alpha_{i,2} \\
    \alpha_{i,3} \\
    \alpha_{i,4}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    X_i \\
    Y_i \\
    Z_i \\
    1
\end{bmatrix}
\] (3.23)

Solving eqn. (3.23) leads \( \alpha_{i,j} \) to be as follows:

\[
a_{i,1} = \frac{(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1) - (Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1) + (Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1) - (Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1) + (X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1) - (X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Y_i - Y_1)}{(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1) - (Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1) + (Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1) - (Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1) + (X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1) - (X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Y_i - Y_1)}
\]

(3.24)

\[
a_{i,2} = \frac{(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(X_i - X_1) - (Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1) + (Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1) - (Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1) + (X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1) - (X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Y_i - Y_1)}{(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(X_i - X_1) - (Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1) + (Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1) - (Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1) + (X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1) - (X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Y_i - Y_1)}
\]

(3.25)

\[
a_{i,3} = \frac{(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1) - (Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1) + (Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1) - (Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1) + (X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1) - (X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Y_i - Y_1)}{(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1) - (Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1) + (Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1) - (Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1) + (X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1) - (X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Y_i - Y_1)}
\]

(3.26)

\[
a_{i,4} = \frac{(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1) - (Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1) + (Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1) - (Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1) + (X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1) - (X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Y_i - Y_1)}{(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1) - (Y_i - Y_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1) + (Z_i - Z_1)(Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1) - (Z_i - Z_1)(X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1) + (X_i - X_1)(X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1) - (X_i - X_1)(Y_i - Y_1)(Y_i - Y_1)}
\]

(3.27)

One can see \( \alpha_{i,j} = c \) (\( c \) is a constant parameter.) as equation of a plane that is parallel to one of the triangular surfaces of the leading tetrahedron. For instance, \( \alpha_{i,1} = c \) represents equation of a plane that is parallel to the triangular surface \( p_{234} \), i.e. the triangular surface of the leading tetrahedron that is constructed on the vertices \( i, j, \) and \( k \)
is denoted by \( p_{ijk} \). In addition, planes denoted by \( \alpha_{i,1} = 1, \alpha_{i,2} = 1, \alpha_{i,3} = 1, \alpha_{i,4} = 1 \) pass through vertices 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the leading tetrahedron, respectively. Also, triangular surfaces of the leading tetrahedron \( p_{234}, p_{341}, p_{412}, \) and \( p_{123} \) are part of the planes \( \alpha_{i,1} = 0, \alpha_{i,2} = 0, \alpha_{i,3} = 0, \alpha_{i,4} = 0 \), respectively. Furthermore, all weight ratios \( \alpha_{i,j} \) are positive if a material point \( i \) is located inside the leading tetrahedron.

### 3.4 Force Analysis

Under homogenous transformation, acceleration of each follower agent \( i \) \((i = n + 1, n + 2, ..., N)\) can be expressed as a linear combination of acceleration of the leaders, that is

\[
\ddot{x}_i(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{n+1} \alpha_{i,k} \ddot{x}_k(t)
\]  

(3.28)

Thus, \( j \)-th \((j = 1, 2, ..., n)\) coordinate of acceleration of follower \( i \), \( \ddot{x}_{ji}(t) \), can be written as

\[
\ddot{x}_{ji}(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{n+1} \alpha_{i,k} \ddot{x}_{jk}(t)
\]  

(3.29)

Let \( a_j(t) \) be the maximum of magnitude of component \( j \) of acceleration of all leader agents, \( a_j(t) = \max \{\ddot{x}_{1,j}, \ddot{x}_{2,j}, ..., \ddot{x}_{n+1,j}\} \), then,

\[
\|\ddot{x}_i(t)\| \leq \sum_{k=1}^{n+1} \alpha_{i,k} \|\ddot{x}_j(t)\| \leq a_j(t) \sum_{k=1}^{n+1} \alpha_{i,k} = a_j(t)
\]  

(3.30)

As the result, the magnitude of the force required for motion of agent \( i \), \( f_i(t) \), satisfies the following inequality.
\[ f_i(t) = m \sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \ddot{x}_j(t)^2} \leq m \sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{n} a_j^2(t)} \]  
(3.31)

where \( m \) denote the mass of every follower agent \( i \).

### 3.5 Optimal Paths for Leader Agents

In this section we derive optimal paths connecting given initial and final positions of the leaders. We assume that initial and final velocities of the leaders are zero and reach the final positions in finite time \( T \). Also, leader agents satisfy the following simple second order dynamics:

\[
\ddot{x}_i = u_i \quad \text{for } i = 1,2,3 \tag{3.32 - 3.34}
\]

\[
\ddot{y}_i = v_i \quad \text{for } i = 1,2,3 \tag{3.35 - 3.37}
\]

where their trajectories are constrained to preserve the area of the leading triangle given by

\[
a(t) = \frac{1}{2} \begin{vmatrix} x_1(t) & x_2(t) & x_3(t) \\ y_1(t) & y_2(t) & y_3(t) \\ 1 & 1 & 1 \end{vmatrix} \tag{3.38}
\]

**Problem of optimal paths:** Let \( a_0 \) denote the area of the leading triangle at the initial time \( t = 0 \), and suppose the leader agents move from known initial positions and velocities to a final positions and velocities in such a way that

- the area preserving holonomic constraint

\[
C = a(t) - a_0 = \frac{1}{2} \{ x_1(y_2 - y_3) + x_2(y_3 - y_1) + x_3(y_1 - y_2) \} - a_0 = 0
\]

(3.39)

is met, and
the cost function

\[ J = \int_0^T \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{3} (u_i^2 + v_i^2) \right\} dt \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.40)

is minimized.

### 3.5.1 State Space Representation

The dynamics of the leader agents (eqns. (3.32-3.37)) can be cast in state space form as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{p}_1 &= p_7 \\
\dot{p}_2 &= p_8 \\
\dot{p}_3 &= p_9 \\
\dot{p}_4 &= p_{10} \\
\dot{p}_5 &= p_{11} \\
\dot{p}_6 &= p_{12} \\
\dot{p}_7 &= q_1 \\
\dot{p}_8 &= q_2 \\
\dot{p}_9 &= q_3 \\
\dot{p}_{10} &= q_4 \\
\dot{p}_{11} &= q_5 \\
\dot{p}_{12} &= q_6
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.41)

where \( p_1 = x_1, p_2 = x_2, p_3 = x_3, p_4 = y_1, p_5 = y_2, p_6 = y_3, q_1 = u_1, q_2 = u_2, q_3 = u_3, q_4 = u_4, q_5 = u_5, \) and \( q_6 = u_6 \) and

\[ P(0) = \begin{bmatrix} P_{06 \times 1} \\ 0_{6 \times 1} \end{bmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.42)

\[ P(T) = \begin{bmatrix} P_{T6 \times 1} \\ 0_{6 \times 1} \end{bmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.43)

denote imposed conditions at initial time \( t = 0 \) and terminal time \( t = T \). Let

\[ P_0 = \begin{bmatrix} x_{10} & x_{20} & x_{30} & y_{10} & y_{20} & y_{30} \end{bmatrix}^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.44)

\[ P_T = \begin{bmatrix} x_{1T} & x_{2T} & x_{3T} & y_{1T} & y_{2T} & y_{3T} \end{bmatrix}^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.45)

represent given initial and final positions of the leader agents where initial and final velocities are zero. In order for control inputs \( q_i \) to appear in the constraint equation for the motion of the leaders, one can obtain the second time derivative of constraint eqn. (3.39) and state it as
\[ C' = q_1(p_5 - p_6) + q_2(p_6 - p_4) + q_3(p_4 - p_5) + q_4(p_3 - p_2) + q_5(p_1 - p_3) + q_6(p_2 - p_1) + p_7(p_{11} - p_{12}) + p_8(p_{12} - p_{10}) + p_9(p_{10} - p_{11}) + p_{10}(p_9 - p_8) + p_{11}(p_7 - p_9) + p_{12}(p_8 - p_7) = 0 \] (3.46)

To obtain the optimal trajectories for the leader agents the augmented cost function is

\[ J' = \int_0^T \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^6 (q_i^2 + \lambda_i(p_{i+6} - \dot{p}_i) + \lambda_{i+6}(q_i - \dot{p}_{i+6})) + \gamma C' \right\} dt \] (3.47)

where \( \lambda = [\lambda_1 \ldots \lambda_6]^T \) is the co-state vector and \( \gamma(t) \) is a scalar. To minimize \( J' \), the first variation \( \delta J' \) must be zero, thus

\[
\delta J' = \int_0^T \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^6 \left( 2q_i \delta q_i + \lambda_i (p_{i+6} - \dot{p}_i) + \lambda_{i} (\delta p_{i+6} - \delta \dot{p}_i) + \delta \lambda_{i+6} (q_i - \dot{p}_{i+6}) \right) + \lambda_{i+6} (\delta q_i - \dot{p}_{i+6}) \right\} dt = 0 \] (3.48)

Satisfying \( \delta J' = 0 \) leads to the 24-th order state space dynamics

\[ \dot{S} = A_s S \] (3.49)

that if solved, optimal trajectories minimizing augmented cost function \( J' \) are obtained for the leaders agents. It is noted that

\[
A_s = \begin{bmatrix}
0_{6 \times 6} & I_{6 \times 6} & 0_{6 \times 6} & 0_{6 \times 6} \\
-\frac{\gamma(t)}{2} K_{1_{6 \times 6}} & 0_{6 \times 6} & 0_{6 \times 6} & -\frac{1}{2} I_{6 \times 6} \\
-\frac{\gamma^2(t)}{2} K_{2_{6 \times 6}} & 0_{6 \times 6} & 0_{6 \times 6} & \frac{\gamma(t)}{2} K_{1_{6 \times 6}} \\
0_{6 \times 6} & -2\gamma(t) K_{1_{6 \times 6}} & -I_{6 \times 6} & 0_{6 \times 6}
\end{bmatrix},
\] (3.50)

\( 0_{6 \times 6} \) denote a zero matrix, \( I_{6 \times 6} \) is the identity matrix, and

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix} p_1 \ldots p_{12} \lambda_1 \ldots \lambda_{12} \end{bmatrix}^T, \text{ and}
\]
Furthermore, the constraint eqn. (3.46) can be written as

\[ C' = -\frac{1}{2}(\gamma \rho + \sigma) + \tau = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.53)

where

\[ \rho = (p_5 - p_6)^2 + (p_6 - p_4)^2 + (p_4 - p_5)^2 + (p_3 - p_2)^2 + (p_1 - p_3)^2 + (p_2 - p_1)^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.54)

\[ \sigma = \lambda_7(p_5 - p_6) + \lambda_8(p_6 - p_4) + \lambda_9(p_4 - p_5) + \lambda_{10}(p_3 - p_2) + \lambda_{11}(p_1 - p_3) + \lambda_{12}(p_2 - p_1) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.55)

\[ \tau = p_7(p_{11} - p_{12}) + p_8(p_{12} - p_{10}) + p_9(p_{10} - p_{11}) + p_{10}(p_9 - p_8) + p_{11}(p_7 - p_9) + p_{12}(p_8 - p_7) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.56)

Hence, \( \gamma(t) \) can be obtained from eqn. (3.53) which is

\[ \gamma = \frac{2\tau - \sigma}{\rho} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.57)

and then is replaced in the matrix dynamics (3.49). In other words, optimal trajectories of the leader agents is obtained by solving the state space dynamic (3.49) where \( \gamma \) is assigned by relations (3.54-3.57).
3.5.2 Example

In this example, we consider a MAS that consists of 20 agents, three leaders and seventeen followers, and move in a plane. Leader agents 1, 2, and 3 are initially at rest and placed at the vertices of the leading triangle at (−5,0), (5,0), and (0,10), respectively. It is desired that leader agents 1, 2, and 3 finally settle at (30,20), (35,60), and (30,40) in 10s, where they are the vertices of the leading triangle. It is noted that the area of both initial and final triangles are 50 m². As shown in Fig. 3.4 follower agents are initially placed inside the leading triangle.

![Initial formation of the MAS](image)

Figure 3.4 Initial formation of the MAS
We are first interested in obtaining the optimal trajectories of the leader agents that are subjected to satisfying the constraint eqn. (3.46) and minimize the cost function in eqn. (3.47). Then, position of every follower agents $i$ is updated according to eqn. (3.12) where we assign the weight ratios $\alpha_{i,1}$, $\alpha_{i,2}$, and $\alpha_{i,3}$ based on initial positions of the agents (See relations (3.18-3.20)) and list them in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$\alpha_{i,1}$</th>
<th>$\alpha_{i,2}$</th>
<th>$\alpha_{i,3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8679</td>
<td>0.0708</td>
<td>0.0613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0672</td>
<td>0.8447</td>
<td>0.0882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0276</td>
<td>0.0564</td>
<td>0.9160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.5596</td>
<td>0.1886</td>
<td>0.2517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.5594</td>
<td>0.2837</td>
<td>0.1569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.2728</td>
<td>0.5786</td>
<td>0.1487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.1379</td>
<td>0.5414</td>
<td>0.3207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.1339</td>
<td>0.1868</td>
<td>0.6793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0949</td>
<td>0.2515</td>
<td>0.6536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$\alpha_{i,1}$</th>
<th>$\alpha_{i,2}$</th>
<th>$\alpha_{i,3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.3556</td>
<td>0.2258</td>
<td>0.4186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.3780</td>
<td>0.2966</td>
<td>0.3254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.5142</td>
<td>0.2479</td>
<td>0.2379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.3891</td>
<td>0.4464</td>
<td>0.1645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.3279</td>
<td>0.4786</td>
<td>0.1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.2898</td>
<td>0.4349</td>
<td>0.2752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.1137</td>
<td>0.3469</td>
<td>0.5394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.1142</td>
<td>0.2617</td>
<td>0.6241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.5.2.1 Leaders’ Paths

As seen, the optimal trajectories for the leader agents is the solution of the non-linear 24-th order dynamics (See eqn. (3.49) and (3.57)) where initial and final position and velocities of the leader agents are all given but the initial value of the co-state vector $\lambda$ is not known. On the other hand, $\gamma(t)$, used in $A_s$, is a nonlinear feedback of $p_l$ and $\lambda_i$, thus, the dynamics (3.49) and (3.57) are difficult to solve analytically. Therefore we deal
with the problem by first estimating $\gamma(t)$ with $\gamma_1(t)$ and replacing $\gamma_1(t)$ in eqn. (3.49).

Then, we obtain state transition matrix $\Phi_{\gamma_1}(t,0)$ numerically with the solution of eqn. (3.49) written as

$$\forall t \geq 0, \begin{bmatrix} P_{\gamma_1} \\ \lambda_{\gamma_1} \end{bmatrix} = \Phi_{\gamma_1}(t,0) \begin{bmatrix} P_0 \\ \lambda_0_{\gamma_1} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \Phi_{11\gamma_1}(t,0) & \Phi_{12\gamma_1}(t,0) \\ \Phi_{21\gamma_1}(t,0) & \Phi_{22\gamma_1}(t,0) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} P_0 \\ \lambda_0_{\gamma_1} \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.58)

where

$$P_0 = [x_0(0) \hspace{0.2cm} x_1(0) \hspace{0.2cm} x_2(0) \hspace{0.2cm} y_1(0) \hspace{0.2cm} y_2(0) \hspace{0.2cm} y_3(0) \hspace{0.2cm} \dot{x}_1(0) \hspace{0.2cm} \dot{x}_2(0) \hspace{0.2cm} \dot{y}_1(0) \hspace{0.2cm} \dot{y}_2(0) \hspace{0.2cm} \dot{y}_3(0)]^T = [-5 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 10 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0]^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.59)

denote known initial positions and velocities of the leader agents. Since,

$$P_F = [x_1(r) \hspace{0.2cm} x_2(r) \hspace{0.2cm} x_3(r) \hspace{0.2cm} y_1(r) \hspace{0.2cm} y_2(r) \hspace{0.2cm} y_3(r) \hspace{0.2cm} \dot{x}_1(r) \hspace{0.2cm} \dot{x}_2(r) \hspace{0.2cm} \dot{y}_1(r) \hspace{0.2cm} \dot{y}_2(r) \hspace{0.2cm} \dot{y}_3(r)]^T = [30 \hspace{0.2cm} 35 \hspace{0.2cm} 20 \hspace{0.2cm} 60 \hspace{0.2cm} 40 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0 \hspace{0.2cm} 0]^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.60)

is also known, one can write

$$P_F = \Phi_{11\gamma_1}(T,0)P_0 + \Phi_{12\gamma_1}(T,0)\lambda_{0\gamma_1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.61)

Hence, initial values of the co-state vector $\lambda$ is as

$$\lambda_{0\gamma_1} = \left(\Phi_{12\gamma_1}(T,0)\right)^{-1}\left(P_F - \Phi_{11\gamma_1}(T,0)P_0\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.62)

where $\gamma$ is estimated by $\gamma_1$. Thus, both $P_{\gamma_1}$ and $\lambda_{\gamma_1}$ can be assigned at any time $t\in[0,T]$ by using eqn. (3.58). Now, we obtain the second estimation for $\gamma(t)$, $\gamma_2(t)$, by using eqn. (3.57). New, estimation $\gamma_2(t)$ is used in eqns. (3.58-3.62) and similarly $P_{\gamma_2}$ and $\lambda_{\gamma_2}$ are assigned and the third estimation for $\gamma(t)$, $\gamma_3(t)$, is obtained by using eqn. (3.57). We keep updating $\gamma_k(t)$ until

$$\forall t\in[0,T], \|\gamma_k(t) - \gamma_{k-1}(t)\| \rightarrow 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.62)

is met. Then, $\gamma_k(t)$, $P_{\gamma_k}$ and $\lambda_{\gamma_k}$ can be considered the solution of $\gamma(t)$, $P(t)$, and $\lambda(t)$, respectively, for all $t\in[0,T]$. In Fig. 3.5, variation of the parameter $\gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_6$ versus time $t$
is illustrated. As seen, at the first attempt $\gamma_1(t)$ is estimated by 1 for all $t \in [0,10]$ and $\gamma(t)$ can be approximated by $\gamma_6(t)$ with a very good accuracy.

Optimal trajectories of the leader agents 1, 2, and 3 are shown by blue, green and red curves in Fig. 3.6. In addition, Fig. 3.6 depicts the leading triangle at initial time $t = 0s$, final time $t = 10s$, and three sample times $t = 3.5s$, $t = 5.5s$ and $t = 7.5s$. Also, control inputs $u_i$ and $v_i$ ($q_1, ..., q_6$) are illustrated versus time in Fig. 3.7. Moreover, the magnitude of the control force per mass ($f_i = \sqrt{u_i^2 + v_i^2}$) exerted on each leader agent is shown in Fig. 3-8 for all $t \in [0,10]$. As gotten, around $t = 5s$, the direction of the control inputs $q_i$ changes. This implies that $q_i$ leads the leader $i$ to accelerate in the first half of the motion and then decelerate in the rest of the motion period.
Figure 3.6 Evolution of the MAS under a homogeneous mapping

Figure 3.7 Control inputs $q_t$
In Fig. 3.9, we depict $\sqrt{a_1^2 + a_2^2}$ versus time that can be considered as the cap of the required force per mass for motion of all follower agents (See eqn. (3.31)).

**Figure 3.8** Control force per mass ($f_i$) exerted on leader agent $i$

**Figure 3.9** Control force per mass ($f_i$) exerted on leader agent $i$
Figure 3.10  
Elements of the Jacobian matrix $F$

Figure 3.11  
Elements of the rigid body displacement vector $D$
Shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 are the elements of the matrix \( F_{2 \times 2}(t) \) and rigid body displacement vector \( D_{2 \times 1}(t) \) of the homogenous transformation of the MAS. As seen at \( t = 0 \ F(0) = I \) and \( D(0) = 0 \).

### 3.5.2.2 Followers’ Paths and Forces

As seen in Fig. 3.6, formation of followers are shown as black nodes inside the leading triangle at initial and final time and three sample times. Here each follower agent \( i \) updates its position according to eqn. (3.12) where \( \alpha_{i,j} \) are listed in Table 1. In Fig. 3.12, \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates of position of the sample follower 18 is depicted as a function of time.

The optimal control inputs (forces per unit mass or accelerations) \( q_i \), resulting from eqn. (3.48), \( \delta J' = 0 \), are expressed as follows:

\[
q_1 = -\frac{1}{2} (\gamma(p_5 - p_6) + \lambda_7) 
\]

\[
q_2 = -\frac{1}{2} (\gamma(p_6 - p_4) + \lambda_8) 
\]

\[
q_3 = -\frac{1}{2} (\gamma(p_4 - p_5) + \lambda_9) 
\]

\[
q_4 = -\frac{1}{2} (\gamma(p_3 - p_2) + \lambda_{10}) 
\]

\[
q_5 = -\frac{1}{2} (\gamma(p_1 - p_3) + \lambda_{11}) 
\]

\[
q_6 = -\frac{1}{2} (\gamma(p_3 - p_2) + \lambda_{12}) 
\]

This leads to accelerations of follower agents given below:
\[ \ddot{x}_i = \sum_{k=1}^{3} \alpha_{i,k} q_k \]  
\[ \ddot{y}_i = \sum_{k=1}^{3} \alpha_{i,k} q_{k+3} \]

Therefore, replacing \( q_i \) by eqns. (3.63-3.68) and using Einstein’s convention, results in the following expression for \( \ddot{x}_i \) and \( \ddot{y}_i \):

\[ \ddot{x}_i = \ddot{p}_i = -\frac{\alpha_{i,k}}{4} (\varepsilon_{kmn}\gamma(p_{m+3} - p_{n+3}) + 2\lambda_{k+6}) \]  
\[ \ddot{y}_i = \ddot{p}_{i+6} = -\frac{\alpha_{i,k}}{4} (\varepsilon_{kmn}\gamma(p_n - p_m) + 2\lambda_{k+9}) \]

where \( i \) is a free index; \( k, m \) and \( n \) are dummy indices. In Fig. 3-13, the magnitude of acceleration of six sample follower agents 6, 10, 11, 16, and 18 are shown versus time by white, blue, cyan, yellow, and green continuous curves, respectively. As seen the
magnitude of acceleration of followers are all less that the cap $\sqrt{a_1^2 + a_2^2}$ that is assigned by relation (3.31) and is shown by red hashed curve.

Figure 3.13 Magnitude of accelerations of six different follower agents
CHAPTER 4: EVOLUTION OF A MULTI AGENT SYSTEM
UNDER LOCAL COMMUNICATION

In the previous chapter, homogenous deformation of a MAS under a predefined mapping, prescribed by the leaders’ positions, was discussed. As described, followers know leaders’ positions and therefore homogenous mapping is achieved with zero inter agent communication. Although proposed approach has many advantageous features and can address many limitations of common methods, it restricts followers to communicate directly with leaders and leads to a pre-known path planning problem. In this chapter, a framework for communication based homogenous deformation of a MAS is developed where followers grasp the mapping, prescribed by the leaders, through local communication with some neighboring agents. Therefore, transformation of a MAS to a final homogenous formation can be guaranteed even in the presence of unpredictable change in the leaders’ motion plan [114 and 115]. In the following, evolution of a MAS in 1-D and 2-D space under local communication is formulated.

4.1 One Dimensional MAS Evolution Problem

Let a MAS consist of $N$ agents, numbered by $1, 2, \ldots, N$ and all distributed on a segment, called leading segment, where agents 1 and 2 are initially placed at the right most and the left most points, respectively (end points of the leading segment), and rest of the agents are distributed in-between. Agents 1 and 2 are considered the leaders that move independently, and agents 3, 4, ..., $N$ are the followers, where every follower agent $i$ communicates with two adjacent agents to update its position accordingly. Shown in
Fig. 4.1 is a sample MAS that consists of six agents where agents 1 and 2 are the leaders and the rest are the followers [115].

![Figure 4.1](image1.png)

**Figure 4.1** Schematic of agents of a 1-D MAS distributed on the leading segment

### 4.1.1 Communication Topology

For a 1-D MAS evolution problem, every follower agent \( i \) communicates with two neighboring agents as shown in Fig. 4.2 [115].

![Figure 4.2](image2.png)

**Figure 4.2** Communication topology of 1-D MAS evolution

Here, *weights of communication*, \( w_{i,i_1} \) and \( w_{i,i_2} \), are calculated based on initial positions of agents \( i, i_1, \) and \( i_2, y_i, y_{i_1}, \) and \( y_{i_2}, \) respectively, by [115]

\[
w_{i,i_1} = \frac{Y_{i_1 i_2} - Y_i}{Y_{i_2} - Y_{i_1}}
\]

(4.1)
\[ w_{i,i_2} = \frac{Y_i - Y_{i_1}}{Y_{i_2} - Y_{i_1}} \] (4.2)

It is noted that

- \( w_{i,i_1} + w_{i,i_2} = 1 \), and
- weights of communication will be positive if follower agent \( i \) is initially placed in between \( i_1 \) and \( i_2 \).

### 4.1.2 Weight Matrix

Let us define an \((N - 2)\) by \(N\) matrix \(W\), as the weight matrix, where

\[
W_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
  w_{i+2,j} & \text{if follower } i + 2 \text{ is adjacent to agent } j \\
  -1 & \text{if } i + 2 = j \\
  0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases},
\]

then, \(W\) can be partitioned as follows:

\[
W = [B_{(N-2)\times 2} \quad A_{(N-2)\times (N-2)}].
\] (4.3)

The weight matrix \(W\) has following properties:

- \(W\) is zero-sum row-stochastic.
- There are three non-zero elements at every row of \(W\).
- All diagonal elements of \(A\) are \(-1\). The first two columns of \(W\), partition \(B\), each has one nonzero element.
- Partition \(A\) is not necessarily symmetric, however, if \(A_{ij} = 0\), then \(A_{ji} = 0\) and if \(A_{ij} \neq 0\), then \(A_{ji} \neq 0\).

**Remark:** As every follower agent of the MAS is initially located between two adjacent agents, all weight ratios are positive, and consequently, all non-zero element of \(B\) and nonzero off diagonal element of \(A\) will be positive.
4.1.3 MAS Evolution Dynamics

Let

\[ y_{id} = \sum_{i \sim j} w_{i,j} y_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

be the desired position of the follower agent \( i \), which is a linear combination of position vectors of adjacent agents. It is noted that the symbol “\( \sim \)” denotes adjacency between two follower agents \( i \) and \( j \). Equation (4.4) can be rewritten as follows:

\[ y_{id} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{i,j} y_j, \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

where

\[
\begin{cases}
    w_{i,j} > 0 & \text{If } i \sim j \text{ (} i \text{ is adjacent to } j \text{)} \\
    w_{i,j} = 0 & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

Let position of follower agent \( i \) is updated by

\[ \dot{y}_i = g(y_{id} - y_i) = g \left( \sum_{j=3}^{N} w_{i,j} y_j - y_i \right) + g \sum_{j=1}^{2} w_{i,j} y_j \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

where \( g \) is a positive control parameter, then, eqn. (4.7) is the row \( (i-2) \) of the following state space dynamic:

\[ \dot{Z} = g(AZ + BU) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

where \( Z = [y_3 \ldots y_N]^T, U = [y_1 \ y_2]^T \).

**Theorem 1** [115]: Consider a MAS \( M \) are distributed on a straight line, where

- Leader agents of the MAS are located at the most left and the most right of a leading segment,
• Follower agents are initially distributed at the interior points of the leading segment,

• Every follower agent of the MAS updates its position according to eqn. (4.7), where weights of communication are assigned based on initial formation by eqns. (4.1) and (4.2),

then, agents of the MAS asymptotically converge to a final formation, that is a homogenous transformation of the initial configuration.

Proof:

The matrix $A$ can be written as $A = -(I - Q)$ where $I$ is the identity matrix and $Q$ is a non-negative matrix as all weights of communication are positive. As mentioned $W$ is zero-sum row stochastic, and $A$ is obtained by elimination of the first two columns of the matrix $W$, thus, sum of two rows of $A$ is negative, while sum of rest of the rows of $A$ is zero. This leads matrix $-A$ to be a non-singular M-matrix. Then, by using Perron-Frobenius theorem, we can conclude that the spectrum of $Q$, $\rho(Q) < 1$, and therefore, matrix $A$ is negative definite. Both initial and final formations of the MAS are the solution of equilibrium state $Z_s = -A^{-1}BU_s$ (where $U_s$ can be either initial or final formations of the leader agents.). By applying some appropriate algebraic row operations on matrix $W$, $W$ is converted to $S = [-A^{-1}B : -I]$. Since $W$ is zero-sum row stochastic, and $S$ is obtained by applying algebraic row operations on $W$, thus, $S$ is zero-sum row stochastic as well, and sum of every row of $-A^{-1}B$ is 1. An entry $(-A^{-1}B)_{ij}$ represents weights of communications follower agent $(i+2)$ with respect to leader agents $j$. Since, for both initial and final formations, weights of communication with respect to the leader agents
are the same, hence, final formation of the MAS is a homogenous transformation of the initial configuration.

**Remark:** Homogenous transformation of a MAS in an n-D space can be decomposed to n 1-D MAS evolution problems, when the Jacobian of the desired homogenous transformation is diagonal. For this case, evolution of every coordinate of the motion of all agents of the MAS is viewed as a 1-D MAS evolution problem, that can be achieved under local inter-agent communication, as described above.

### 4.2 Two Dimensional MAS Evolution Problem Based

Let a MAS $M$ consist of $N$ agents moving in a plane where agents 1, 2, and 3 are the leader agents and initially located at the vertices of a leading triangle, and the rest of the agents of the MAS, numbered by 4, 5, ..., $N$, are follower agents that are initially distributed inside the leading triangle. As stated, leader agents move independently such that they remain non-aligned during motion, and every follower agent communicates with three local agents to grasp the homogenous transformation, prescribed by the leader agents.

#### 4.2.1 Communication Topology

A graph $G = \varphi \cup \partial \varphi$ assigns communication topology of a MAS under a homogenous deformation, where

- The nodes that belong to the boundary of $G$, $\partial \varphi$, represent leader agents, and the nodes belonging to the sub-graph $\varphi$ represent follower agents.
- Communication between a follower and a leader is shown by an arrow ended to the follower. This implies that the leader agent moves independently, while its position is tracked by a follower.

- Communication between two follower agents is shown by a non-directed edge that illustrates bi-communication between two follower agents, where weights of communication are not necessarily the same.

Shown in Fig. 4.3 is a sample communication topology for a MAS that consists of 14 agents (three leaders and eleven followers) [114].

### 4.2.2 Weights of Communication

In Fig. 4.4, communication of a follower agent \( i \) with three adjacent agents \( i_1, i_2, \) and \( i_3 \) is depicted, where agents \( i, i_1, i_2, \) and \( i_3 \) are initially distributed at \( (X_i,Y_i), (X_{i_1},Y_{i_1}), (X_{i_2},Y_{i_2}), \) and \( (X_{i_3},Y_{i_3}), \) respectively.

Weights of communication of follower agent \( i \) with agents \( i_1, i_2, \) and \( i_3 \) are formulated as

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_{i,i_1} &= \frac{(x_{i_1}-x_i)(y_{i_1}-y_i)-(y_{i_3}-y_i)(x_{i_1}-x_i)(x_{i_1}-x_i)}{(x_{i_1}-x_i)(y_{i_1}-y_i)-(y_{i_3}-y_i)(x_{i_1}-x_i)} \\
    w_{i,i_2} &= \frac{(x_{i_2}-x_i)(y_{i_2}-y_i)-(y_{i_3}-y_i)(x_{i_2}-x_i)(x_{i_2}-x_i)}{(x_{i_2}-x_i)(y_{i_2}-y_i)-(y_{i_3}-y_i)(x_{i_2}-x_i)} \\
    w_{i,i_3} &= \frac{(x_{i_3}-x_i)(y_{i_3}-y_i)-(y_{i_2}-y_i)(x_{i_3}-x_i)(x_{i_3}-x_i)}{(x_{i_3}-x_i)(y_{i_3}-y_i)-(y_{i_2}-y_i)(x_{i_3}-x_i)}
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
w_{i,i_1} + w_{i,i_2} + w_{i,i_3} = 1
\]
In Fig. 4.5, plane of motion is divided into seven sub-regions, where at every sub-region weights of communication have different signs.

Figure 4.3  A sample communication topology for a MAS moving in a plane

Figure 4.4  Schematic of communication of follower agent $i$
Figure 4.5  Seven sub-regions that with different signs for weights of communication

As it is obvious, if follower agent \( i \) is initially located inside the communication triangle whose vertices are placed by agents \( i_1, i_2, \) and \( i_3 \), then, \( w_{i,i_1}, w_{i,i_2}, \) and \( w_{i,i_3} \) are all positive.

4.2.3 Weight Matrix

Let an \((N - 3)\) by \( N \) matrix \( W \) be the weight matrix, where

\[
W_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
  w_{(i+3),j} & \text{If follower } i + 3 \text{ is adjacent to agent } j \\
  -1 & \text{If } i + 3 = j \\
  0 & \text{Otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]  
(4.13)

The weight matrix \( W \) can be partitioned as follows:

\[
W = [B_{(N-3)\times3} : A_{(N-3)\times(N-3)}].
\]  
(4.14)
The weight matrix $W$ has following properties:

- It is zero-sum row stochastic.
- All diagonal elements of $A$ are $-1$.
- There are four non-zero elements at every row of the weight matrix $W$.
- Every column of partition $B$ has one non-zero element.
- Although, $A$ is not necessarily symmetric, however, if $A_{ij} = 0$, then $A_{ji} = 0$ and if $A_{ij} \neq 0$, then $A_{ji} \neq 0$.

4.2.4 MAS Evolution Dynamics

4.2.4.1 Single Integrator Kinematic Model

Let

$$r_{id} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{i,j} r_j,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.15)

be the desired position of every follower agent $i$, then, position of follower $i$ is continuously updated toward $r_{id}$ at any time $t$ during MAS evolution [114], as shown in Fig. 4.6.

In other words [114],

$$\dot{r}_i = g(r_{id} - r_i),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.16)

where $g$ is a positive control parameter.

Substituting $r_{id}$ in eqn. (4.16) by eqn. (4.15) leads to following state space form for MAS evolution dynamic:

$$\dot{Z} = g(AZ + BU),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.17)
where \( Z = [r_4 \ldots r_N]^T, U = [r_1 \ r_2 \ r_3]^T, A \) is \((N - 3)\) by \((N - 3)\) matrix, and \( B \) is \((N - 3)\) by 3 matrix. It is noted that eqn. (4.16) is the row \((i-3)\) of the matrix dynamic eqn. (4.17).

![Figure 4.6 Schematic of updating position of every follower agent \(i\)](image)

**Theorem 2 [114]:**

Let MAS \( M \) consist of \( N \) agents and move in a plane, where

- agents 1, 2 and 3, are the leaders initially distributed at the vertices of the leading triangle,
- every follower agent communicates with three adjacent agents and updates its position according to eqn. (4.16),
- and every follower agent of the MAS is initially located inside a communication triangle whose vertices are placed by adjacent agents then, initial formation of the MAS asymptotically converges to a final formation that is a homogenous transformation of the initial configuration.

**Proof:**
Since position of every follower agent is updated according to eqn. (4.16), the dynamic of all followers of the MAS is updated by eqn. (4.17). Since every follower agent is initially located inside the triangle constructed on the adjacent agents, all weights of communication will be positive (See Fig. 4.5). Consequently, the matrix $A$ can be written as

$$A = -(I - Q),$$

where $Q$ is a non-negative matrix. Since, $A$ is obtained by elimination of the first three columns of the weight matrix $W$ and $W$ is zero-sum row-stochastic, thus, sum of three rows of $A$ is negative while sum of the rest of the rows of $A$ is zero and $-A$ is nonsingular $M$-matrix. Using Perron-Ferobenius theorem, it is concluded that spectrum of $Q$ is less than one, $\rho(Q) < 1$, and $A$ is negative definite. Thus asymptotic convergence of the initial formation to a final configuration, where the leaders are settled, is guaranteed. Similar to the proof of theorem 1, it can also be concluded that both initial and final formations of the MAS have the same weights with respect to the leaders, thus, final formation of the MAS is a homogenous transformation of the initial configuration.

**Remark:** Assumption 3 of theorem 2 is a sufficient condition but it is not necessary. As an example, for initial distribution of a MAS that is shown in Fig. 4.7, the corresponding matrix $A$ will be negative definite, although, weights of communication of follower agents are not all positive. For instance, by considering Fig. 4.7, we can figure out $w_{11,13} < 0$ while $w_{11,14} > 0$ and $w_{11,13} > 0$. Since $A$ is negative definite, if position of every follower agent is updated by eqn. (4.16), then final formation of the MAS is a homogenous transformation of initial configuration that is achieved asymptotically.
Figure 4.7  Sample of a initial distribution of agents of a MAS leads to some negative weight ratios while corresponding matrix A is negative definite

4.2.4.2 Double Integrator Kinematic Model

For double integrator kinematic model, position and velocity of every follower agent is updated by

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\mathbf{r}}_i &= \mathbf{v}_i \\
\dot{\mathbf{v}}_i &= -c\mathbf{v}_i + g(\mathbf{r}_{id} - \mathbf{r}_i)
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.18)

where control parameter $g$ and $\mathbf{r}_{id}$ are already defined for the case of single integrator kinematic model. Equation (4.18) is the row ($i$-3) of the following matrix dynamic equation:

\[
\ddot{\mathbf{Z}} + cI\dot{\mathbf{Z}} - g\mathbf{A}\mathbf{Z} = g\mathbf{B}\mathbf{U}.
\]  

(4.19)

It is noted that $\mathbf{Z}$ and $\mathbf{U}$ representing position of followers and leaders, respectively, are same as single integrator model. Also, if weights of communication are
all positive, then, $A$ will be negative definite and therefore by using theorem 2, we can conclude that initial formation of the MAS asymptotically converges to a final configuration, that is a homogenous mapping of initial distribution of agents.

### 4.3 Examples

#### 4.3.1 Deployment of a MAS on a Specific Curve

Let a MAS $M$ have 6 agents and be initially distributed as shown in Fig. 4.8 [115].

![Initial distribution of the MAS M](image)

**Figure 4.8** Initial distribution of the MAS $M$

Initial positions of the agents are listed in Table 4.1. It is desired that agents of the MAS be finally placed on the circle with radius 2, that is centered at the origin, as shown in Fig. 4.9. Final positions of the agents are also listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1  Initial and final position of the agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Number</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( x )</td>
<td>( y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to achieve the desired formation shown in Fig. 4.9, \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates of the motion of the followers must be guided separately by two leader agents. It is noted that for MAS deployment on a desired curve, weights of communications are assigned according to eqns. (4.1) and (4.2), based on desired final formations of the MAS.

Figure 4.9  Desired final formation of the MAS
4.3.1.1 x Coordinate of MAS Evolution

The communication topology shown in Fig. 4.1 is considered for evolution of $x$ coordinate of MAS. $x$ coordinate of trajectories of the leader agents 1 and 2, guiding $x$ coordinate of MAS evolution, are given as follows:

\[
\text{Leader}_1 \begin{cases} 
-3 + \frac{-1.8749+3}{20} t & t \leq 20 \\ 
-1.8749 & t > 20 
\end{cases} \\
\text{Leader}_2 \begin{cases} 
2.5 + \frac{1.8749-2.5}{20} t & t \leq 20 \\ 
1.8749 & t > 20 
\end{cases}
\]

Weights of communications are assigned by eqns. (4.1) and (4.2) based on $x$ coordinates of final formation of the MAS. Weights of communications are listed in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Weight ratios of the followers for $x$ coordinate of the motion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Follower Agent</th>
<th>Weight Ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$w_{3,1} = 0.7733$, $w_{3,5} = 0.2267$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$w_{5,3} = 0.3969$, $w_{5,6} = 0.6304$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$w_{6,5} = 0.6304$, $w_{6,4} = 0.3696$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$w_{4,2} = 0.7733$, $w_{4,6} = 0.2267$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1.2 Minimum Value for Control Parameter $g$

The minimum value for control parameter $g$ that guarantees none of the follower agents leave the leading segment during evolution is 4.792. This minimum value is obtained by checking transient weights of communication with respect to leaders, which they are defined as follows:

\[
\alpha_{i,1}(t) = \frac{x_2(t) - x_i(t)}{x_2(t) - x_1(t)}
\]  (4.20)
\[ \alpha_{i,j_2}(t) = \frac{x_i(t) - x_1(t)}{x_2(t) - x_1(t)} \]  

(4.21)

In order to guarantee that none of the followers leave the leading segment, \( \alpha_{i,1}(t) \) and \( \alpha_{i,j_2}(t) \) must be positive for every follower agent \( i \) \((i = 3, 4, 5 \text{ and } 6)\).

For the simulation, we choose \( g = 6 \). In Fig. 4.10 \( x \) coordinate of evolution of MAS versus time is shown.

![Figure 4.10](image1.png)

**Figure 4.10** \( x \) coordinate of MAS evolution

### 4.3.1.3 \( y \) Coordinate of MAS Evolution

Communication topology of \( y \) coordinate of MAS evolution is shown in Fig. 4.11.

![Figure 4.11](image2.png)

**Figure 4.11** Communication topology of \( y \) coordinates of MAS evolution
Weights of communication of evolution of y coordinates of follower agents are listed in Table 4.3, where they are calculated based on y coordinates of agents in the final formation.

Table 4.3  Weight ratios of the followers for $y$ coordinate of the motion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Follower Agent</th>
<th>Weight Ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$w_{4,5} = 0.4680$ $w_{4,1} = 0.5320$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$w_{1,4} = 0.6946$ $w_{1,2} = 0.3054$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$w_{2,1} = 0.3054$ $w_{2,3} = 0.6946$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$w_{3,2} = 0.5320$ $w_{3,6} = 0.4680$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evolution of $y$ coordinate of MAS is shown in Fig. 4.12. Also, trajectories of the agents of the MAS in x-y coordinates are shown in Fig. 4.13.
4.3.2 MAS Evolution in a 2-D Space under Local Communication

Let a MAS $M$ consist of 14 agents (three leaders and eleven followers) moving in a plane. Leader agents 1, 2, and 3 are initially located at (10,10), (15,10), and (15,20), respectively. It is desired that they are finally settled at (30,20), (40,15), and (35,25), respectively. Initial positions of follower agents are sorted in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4 Position of the followers in the initial formation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$y$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>11.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14.78</td>
<td>10.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>14.32</td>
<td>17.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12.76</td>
<td>13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>13.17</td>
<td>12.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>14.13</td>
<td>11.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$y$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.33</td>
<td>12.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>14.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.47</td>
<td>14.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>14.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>13.58</td>
<td>13.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.13 Trajectories of MAS evolution moving the x-y plane
Also, Initial and final leading triangles are shown in Fig. 4.14.

![Figure 4.14 Initial and desired final formations of the MAS](image)

Here, every follower agent communicates with three local agents to update its position according eqn. (4.16), where weights of communication, assigned based on initial formation, are listed in Table 5.

| F4 | $w_{4,1} = 0.5, w_{4,7} = 0.2, w_{4,8} = 0.3$ |
| F5 | $w_{5,2} = 0.71, w_{5,9} = 0.15, w_{5,10} = 0.14$ |
| F6 | $w_{6,3} = 0.45, w_{6,11} = 0.25, w_{6,12} = 0.3$ |
| F7 | $w_{7,4} = 0.32, w_{7,12} = 0.30, w_{7,13} = 0.38$ |
| F8 | $w_{8,4} = 0.29, w_{8,9} = 0.36, w_{8,14} = 0.35$ |
| F9 | $w_{9,5} = 0.35, w_{9,8} = 0.31, w_{9,10} = 0.34$ |

| F10 | $w_{10,5} = 0.33, w_{10,9} = 0.37, w_{10,11} = 0.40$ |
| F11 | $w_{11,6} = 0.4, w_{11,10} = 0.3, w_{11,14} = 0.3$ |
| F12 | $w_{12,6} = 0.34, w_{12,7} = 0.29, w_{12,13} = 0.37$ |
| F13 | $w_{13,7} = 0.35, w_{13,12} = 0.35, w_{13,14} = 0.30$ |
| F14 | $w_{14,8} = 0.30, w_{14,11} = 0.41, w_{14,13} = 0.29$ |

Table 4.5 Weights of Communications of follower agents
Also, control parameter $g$ must be chosen such that transient weights of communication of every follower agent $i$ with respect to leader agents, $a_{ij}(t)$, remain positive at any time $t$. This assures that none of the followers leave leading triangle during evolution. The minimum control parameter $g_{\text{min}}$ is obtained to be 9.488. Simulation is performed for $g = 15$.

Figure 4.15  Formation of the MAS at times $t = 0s$, $t = 5s$, $t = 10s$, $t = 15s$, $t = 20s$, and $t = 30s$

Formation of the MAS at five sample times $t = 0s$, $t = 5s$, $t = 10s$, $t = 20s$ and $t = 30s$, are shown in Fig. 4.15. Also, $x$ and $y$ coordinates of actual position of follower agent 13, $r_{13}(t)$ versus time are shown in Fig. 4.16, by blue and red, respectively. In
addition, $x$ and $y$ coordinates of desired position of follower agent 13, $r_{13d}(t)$ are depicted by hashed green and black curves, respectively.

Figure 4.16  $x$ and $y$ coordinates of $r_{13}(t)$ shown by blue and red, respectively; $x$ and $y$ coordinates of $r_{13d}(t)$ shown by hashed green and black, respectively
CONCLUSION

Our proposed continuum based method for evolution of MAS offers some novel insights and a unique perspective in comparison with common approaches for formation control of swarms.

Homogenous transformation technique can address mentioned issues corresponding to PDE based approaches. First, exact desired position of follower agents can be simply obtained through local communication with some nearby agents. This desired position can be defined as a linear combination of position vectors of some agents that are adjacent to a follower agent, where constant parameters of the combination are assigned based on initial positions of the agents. Furthermore, we define a mechanism to assure that none of the followers leave the leading region, that are surrounded by leader agents, during MAS evolution. Thus, collision avoidance can be guaranteed if trajectories of leader agents, placed at the boundary of the MAS are designed properly. Under homogenous transformation protocol, evolution of the MAS in an $n$-$D$ space can be achieved with less inter-agent communications, where fewer leaders are required to prescribe the motion mapping. For this case, communication based MAS evolution can be prescribed by the independent motion of $n+1$ leader agents of the MAS and grasped by every follower agent through local communication with $n+1$ nearby agents.

Under rigidity assumptions, a swarm may not be able to pass through a narrow channel. This limitation can be addressed by homogenous transformations where the size of a swarm can be enlarged or shrunk by designing appropriate trajectories for the leader agents. In this regard, if leader agents are located at the boundary of the MAS, then it is guaranteed that followers don’t leave the region bounded by the leaders if the MAS is
transformed under homogenous mapping. In addition, an $n$-$D$ homogenous mapping can be assigned based on trajectories $n+1$ leaders. Hence, if leaders’ paths are designed properly swarm can be shrunk appropriately as well, to pass through a narrow channel.
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